What is ‘Greenwich
Park Revealed’?
Greenwich Park Revealed is an exciting new project which will be delivered by The Royal
Parks charity. The project aims to conserve and enhance Greenwich Park’s historic and
natural heritage. It will develop learning, volunteering and training opportunities for a
growing and diverse local audience.

Our Plans
for
HERITAGE

for
NATURE

for
PEOPLE AND
COMMUNITIES

• Restore the unique 17th Century
landscape of the Grand Ascent,
parterre banks and tree avenues,

• Deliver habitat improvements across
the park to enhance biodiversity,

• Create ‘The Wilderness’ learning and
community hub and nature trails,

• carry out more surveying and
monitoring of wildlife,

• provide new access to ‘Vanbrugh
Yard’ with a café at Vanbrugh Lodge,
toilets and changing places facilities,
volunteer mess room, community
garden and greenhouse,

• improve the Wolfe Statue viewing
area with its protected view to St
Paul’s Cathedral,

• increase the sustainable use of
borehole water throughout the park,

• restore the historic drinking fountains,
• restore the Edwardian Flower Garden
and improve the water quality of the
lake,
• provide better viewing points into the
Deer Park,

• replant and replace diseased and
damaged trees,
• improve the way we manage the park
for nature,
• improve the sustainable management
of a Fallow deer herd,

• create new signage and intepretation,
• remove the unsightly catering store
from the historic avenue.

• improve the management of the acid
grassland habitat.

• improve the Pavilion Café setting
and store, and provide a replacement
kiosk and shelter at Wolfe Statue,
• develop a wide range of new formal
and informal learning opportunities
for visitors of all ages,
• hold new events and activities to
appeal to a wider range of visitors,
• create new opportunities for
volunteering,
• create new opportunities for training,
career taster days, work placements
and apprenticeships,
• improve access and information,
• create a natural play area in the
flower garden.

Project Timeline
December 2017

January 2018

January 2020

January 2021

Start of project

Consultations
and
pilot projects

Lottery grant
approval

Project
commences
We are here!

2022

2023

December 2024
Project complete

Masterplan
KEY INTERVENTIONS
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A The Grand Ascent and
parterre banks
Restore key elements of the 17th
Century Baroque landscape design.

Park Row
Gate

Jubilee footpath
Gate

St Mary’s
Gate

The Queen’s
Orchard

B Wolfe Statue and viewing point
Improve the quality of the public open
space to improve the viewing point
and its protected view of St. Paul’s.
Increase traffic free area. Manage
erosion and public access. Provide
new kiosk.

R
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One Tree
Hill

The
Parterre
Banks

C Tree avenues
Programme of management and
replacement of diseased and dying
trees.

MAZE HILL

A
O
Flamsteed
House

D Vanbrugh Yard and Café
A new cafe in Vanbrugh Lodge, toilets,
a new community garden, volunteer
facilities and greenhouse.

Maze Hill
Gate

B

E Flower Garden
Restore the Edwardian Flower
Garden and provide ‘natural’ play
opportunities.
F Flower Garden Lake
Improve water quality using borehole
water, restore planting and improve
bio-diversity.

I Bandstand
Renovate and install a power supply.

L Chesterfield Gate
Improve access, provide new planting
and enhance bio-diversity of the Dell.
M One Tree Hill
Improve access, open up vistas
and enhance grassland and habitat
management.

N

G

Crooms Hill
Gate

C
K
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E
The Flower
Garden

C
J
Ranger’s
House

D

Vanbrugh
Yard and Cafe

F
Ranger’s
Field

J Conduit Avenue
Replant part of the avenue to frame
Ranger’s House and strengthen the
Baroque plan. Improve the planting in
front of Ranger’s House.
K Reservoir
Allow controlled access onto the
reservoir and enhance natural
grassland flora.

C

Royal Observatory
Greenwich

Anglo-Saxon
Cemetery

G Anglo-Saxon Cemetery
Remove the footpath to protect the
Scheduled Ancient Monument.
H The Deer Park
Open up views to the deer herd,
enhance habitats and provide better
opportunities for learning.

Creed Place
Gate

The Nursery
Yard

P
L
Chesterfield
Gate

H

The Wilderness

Q
Blackheath
Gate
BLA
ACKH
HEATH

N Pavilion Café
Re-locate catering store and restore
view to avenue, improve landscape
setting to cafe.
O Flamstead House
Restore historic view to the Royal
Observatory.

P The Wilderness
Refurbish the Old Wildlife Centre as
storage and toilets, with a new space
for learning and community events,
outdoor trails and activities.
Q Blackheath Gate
Enhance to create a welcoming
entrance, remove the car park,
provide visitor information and
improve east-west links across
the park.

R Conduit Head
Improve visual access to the conduits
and add interpretation.
Site Wide
Improve interpretation, provide
opportunities for the community
activities, restore drinking fountains,
enhance biodiversity through planting
and management.

Landscape History
1660
August 1661
1662

April 1662

1664

1666

1675-1680

The Restoration and return of Charles II
Sir William Boreman’s petition to the King
which included “ascents”
The Grand Ascent was completed
Samuel Pepys writes:
“to Greenwich by water, Sir William Pen and I walked into
the Parke where the King hath planted trees and made
steps in the hill up to the Castle which is very magnificent”

The terraces were forty yards wide, and planted on
either side with a row of Scotch fir trees, which were
brought from Scotland by General Monk, these trees
were planted twenty-four feet apart

The original twelve steps shown on the ‘Pepys’ Plan
and splayed parterre banks

Francis Place engravings show only nine risers

1699

The original twelve steps shown by Johannes Kip

1704
1720s

1676

André Le Nôtre provided a working sketch “The
Plan of the House of Grenuche (for) the Queen
of England”

1676

c1700

1666

1680

1736

The Henry Wise Plan shows six
The Woodlands Plan shows only seven steps
(seven risers and six treads)
‘Tumbling’ - a frenzied race down the hill in
Greenwich Park

1854

The avenues were levelled and gravelled, and the
steps on the Observatory Hill repaired

1862

Lines of fir were quite complete... many of the stems
measured four feet in diameter at ground level

1804

1850
1894
1900-1970

1994

Last of Scotch pines were felled
Outbreaks of Dutch elm disease gradually depleted
original elm planting of parterre bank avenues
“Today, although there has been considerable visitor
erosion and disturbances from pipe trenches, three
treads and four risers survive.”

1945
2020

Start of the Greenwich Park Revealed Project
to restore tree avenues, parterre banks and the
Grand Ascent

Avenue Restoration
KEY
• LOVER’S WALK

WEST PARTERRE

EAST PARTERRE

Pollarding and tree management of
trees affected by squirrel damage
• BOWER AVENUE (phytophthora)
• THE AVENUE
• CHERRY AVENUE
• HERB GARDEN DIAGONAL
• CONDUIT AVENUE
Gaping up and replanting
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• EAST PARTERRE BANK AVENUE
Re-instating lost and squirrel
damaged trees with elm and lime

CONDUIT

• GRAND ASCENT
Re-instating hawthorns and
historic pine trees

W
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K

• WEST PARTERRE BANK AVENUE
Remove damaged and diseased
Turkey oaks and beech. Replant
with elm and lime

• BLACKHEATH AVENUE

TRP research study into managing
Sweet chestnut phytophthora
A research programme with the University of
Southampton is trialling different treatments
(applying compost tea, mulching and biochar) to
improve soil conditions for micro-organisms to
combat phytophora infection.
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BLACKHEATH AVENUE

Other tree avenues

EN

UE

Remove and replace trees
affected by bleeding canker.
Replant when 40% of trees die
(in 15-20 years)

Tree Pests and Diseases
Bleeding canker
A bacterial disease
which kills strips of
the bark and cambium
of horse chestnut
trees, often leading to
the rapid decline and
sometimes death of both
young and mature trees.
Around 75% of horse
chestnuts in the park
have bleeding canker.

Sweet chestnut
phytophthora
A fungus-like pathogen
that causes extensive
damage and death to
a wide range of trees
and other plants. This
disease is causing the
loss of sweet chestnut
trees with Great Cross
and Bower Avenues
particularity affected.

Squirrel damage
Can have a significant
negative impact on the
ability of young trees of
to establish in the park
and can also affect the
life expectancy of older
specimens, particularly
veterans, following
pruning works.
Particular damage
occurs to hornbeam,
beech, sycamore and
field maple.

Oriental chestnut
gall wasp
Activity by larvae of the
wasp cause abnormal
growths (galls) to form
on buds, leaves and leaf
stalks. It is a low impact
pest, the wasp posing no
threat to people or animals.
In high numbers it can
weaken the tree, making
it more vulnerable to other
diseases.

Tree Species
Selection
Planting
Programme
Trees to be planted
Existing Trees to Trees to
Trees
Fell
Retain

Avenues
East Parterre

57

47

10

West Parterre

114

109

5

Blackheath Avenue

228

7

221

Lovers Walk

79

The Grand Ascent

4

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Net
Overall Total
Year 5 Change
(retained and planted)

Year 4

27
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-36
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5
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9
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The Avenue

102
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Lower Cross East

19

19

Bower Avenue

103

103

Conduit Avenue

48

48

14

14

62

Nursery Yard/Maze Hill

33

33

8

8

41

Vanbrugh Gate - Maze Hill Gate

63

63

7

70

Cherry Tree Avenue

27

27

13

40

Herb Garden Diagonal

14
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9

9

23

TOTAL
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Elm - Ulmus ‘New Horizon’

Total new trees: 291

Scots pine - Pinus sylvestris

12

Castanea sativa

Scots pine

14

Oriental plane

9
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13

Prunus ‘Pink Perfection’

English oak

7

Quercus robur
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Platanus x hispanica
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Small-leaved lime - Tilia cordata
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Platanus orientalis ‘Minaret’

Ulmus ‘Lutese’ / ‘New Horizon’
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7
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101
Hornbeam - Carpinus betulus

The Grand Ascent
and Parterre Banks
Historic
landscape
restoration

The parterre banks and
the Grand Ascent are key
components of the Baroque
landscape design and lie on
the Grand Axis that runs from
the Queens House to the
spire of All Saints Church,
Blackheath.

We will restore the park’s
Grade 1 listed landscape
heritage to celebrate its
place at the heart of the
Maritime Greenwich World
Heritage Site.

We will remove the diagonal
path that cuts through the
parterre banks to fully restore
the park’s extraordinary
centrepiece and improving
the path across the bottom
of the slope.

Diagonal
Path

Existing view with diagonal path

View with removed diagonal path, restored parterre banks and Grand Ascent

Outline proposals:
The design for the Grand Ascent
is evolving and is being informed
by ongoing archaeological and
specialist surveys.
1 Removal of the diagonal path to
reinstate the parterre banks.
2 Alternative accessible route.
3 Restored landform of the Grand Ascent,
flanked by pine trees and hedgerow
planting to manage access and
enhance biodiversity.
4 Extended open space around Wolfe
Statue. Upper and lower terrace divided
by seating walls. Glazed balustrade to
the edge of the viewpoint oﬀering clear
unobstructed views. High quality paving,
tree planting and new seating.

10

8

1

5 New cafe kiosk and storage for
movable seating.

4

3

6 Accessible car parking relocated.
7

Tree management to reveal
Flamsteed House.

8 Hanging lights in trees linking to the
Pavilion Cafe.
9 Resting points and path lighting
Castle Hill footpath.
10 Grassland management and
enhancement for biodiversity.

9

2
10
7

5

6

Wolfe Statue setting
and kiosk
Landscape improvements

6

The area around the Wolfe Statue will be improved to provide
unobstructed views, new tree planting, seating and a high
quality open space for events.
1

Restoration of the Grand Ascent
with controlled access

Extended accessible public space
2 around Wolfe Statue with better
viewing points
Upper and lower terrace divided by
seating walls
Re-aligned glazed balustrade to the
edge of the viewpoint offering clear
unobstructed views

1

2

WOLFE
STATUE

3 Kiosk and storage for movable

3
4

seating

4 Accessible car parking relocated
5 Resting points and path lighting

Castle Hill footpath

5

THE ROYAL
OBSERVATORY

6 Grassland management and

enhancement for biodiversity

Proposed Wolfe Statue landscape setting

Tree planting, high quality paving
and new seating

Wolfe Kiosk and shelter
A new kiosk will replace the existing outlet with an improved
kiosk with a pair of canopies to create areas of covered and
moveable seating.
The kiosk will offer tea, coffee, cold drinks, hot and cold snacks
and ice cream.

View of Wolfe Kiosk and shelter from path by The Royal Observatory

View of Wolfe Statue along Blackheath Avenue northwards to Canary Wharf and beyond

Pavilion Café
Garden and Store
Café
improvements
The café garden will be redesigned to give the café a
high quality and appropriate
setting for this attractive
historic building.
The café will offer freshly
prepared food from local
suppliers, such as classic
British dishes and popular
items such as soups and
pizzas, salads, tarts and
savoury pastries.
The outdoor eating experience
will be much improved.
The temporary store currently
located in a historic avenue
will be relocated to provide a
better catering facility.
Sketch view from the south of the new café store

Views framed by the avenue of
ancient sweet chestnut trees
will be revealed.

KEY
BBQ and External
Servery

Picnic Area

ǆŝƐƟŶŐƌĂŝůŝŶŐƐƌĞƚĂŝŶĞĚ
EĞǁŽŐƉƌŽŽĨĨĞŶĐĞͬƚƌĞůůŝƐ
dĂƌƐƉƌĂǇĂŶĚĐŚŝƉƐƵƌĨĂĐŝŶŐ
Old Storage Yard- to
be removed

ǆŝƐƟŶŐǇĐůĞ
Parking

WĂǀŝŶŐͲƌĞĐůĂŝŵĞĚzŽƌŬƐƚŽŶĞŇĂŐƐ
^ĞůĨďŝŶĚŝŶŐŐƌĂǀĞůǁŝƚŚŵĞƚĂůĞĚŐŝŶŐ
;ŶŽͲĚŝŐŽǀĞƌƚƌĞĞƌŽŽƚƐͿ
EĞǁƉůĂŶƟŶŐͲŵĞĚŝƵŵͬƚĂůůƐĐƌĞĞŶŝŶŐ
EĞǁƉůĂŶƟŶŐͲůŽǁͬŵĞĚŝƵŵ
ůŝŵďĞƌƐŽŶƐƵƉƉŽƌƚƐƚŽƐĐƌĞĞŶ
ƐƚŽƌĂŐĞͬĨĞŶĐĞ

Cafe Terrace
(Dog-free)

EĞǁƉůĂŶƟŶŐͲŚĞƌďĂĐĞŽƵƐͬďƵůďŵŝǆ

Dog Friendly
Area

Yard

Picnic Area
Pergola
New Path Access to
Café Terrace.
EŽͲĚŝŐĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƟŽŶ
near avenue trees

Café
Storage
ǆŝƐƟŶŐ
Car Park

New Cycle
Parking

Blackhealth Avenue

Plans for the re-designed café gardens

Great Cross Avenue

Main Entrance
to Cafe

The Flower Garden
Conserving
the Edwardian
character
The Flower Garden was
developed at the turn of the
20th century around an earlier
collection of exotic and native
trees.
It is a distinctive and tranquil
part of the park that is very
popular with local residents and
families. Within its secluded
parts it provides important
habitat for nesting birds.
We will celebrate and re-present
the qualities of this Edwardian
landscape by opening up views
and diversifying planting.

Enhancing
horticulture

The Flower Garden - postcard 1945 - traditional mixed perennial border

We will seek to:
• echo the Edwardian planting
style of Gertrude Jekyll,
Edwin Lutyens and Lawrence
Johnston and maintain the
Garden’s secluded and
tranquil character,

• adapt and celebrate the
Edwardian design using
plant species that will
accommodate climate
change and support
pollinating insects,

The Flower Garden - postcard 1921 - roundels and border.

• open up selective views into
the deer park and across the
flower garden lake,
• improve the water quality
of the lake and enhance
planting and habitat,

Natural play features

• improve the natural play area
by introducing new features
for children.

History and Stories
Interpreting the Park

1. Telling stories

2. Tours and trails

Greenwich Park has a rich array of
stories to tell, of kings and public
protest,of Saxon rituals and recent
celebrations, ancient trees and
humble insects. New interpretation
will reveal and explore some of these
stories such as:

Interpretation information will be
available near some of the objects,
buildings, and places in the Park,
such as:

Tours or trails will take visitors on
exploratory journeys looking at, for
example the Royal Park, the
Restoration and the Grand Plan or at
the rich and varied natural habitat.

Below Ground/hidden
1. Romano Celtic Temple
2. Anglo Saxon Burrows
3. Conduit houses and conduits

• people connected to the history of
the park,
• visual and oral histories of the park
• the Royal Park, the Restoration and
the Grand Plan,
• the people’s park, a history of
pressure groups and protest,
• past and current festivals,
gatherings and events,
• who looks after the park and how
they do it,
• archaeological sites,
• the geology of the park and its
impact on the evolution of the park,
• whats hidden below ground, water
and the conduit system,
• the rich ecology and bio-diversity of
the park,
• axes, views, paths, and the
Meridian Line,

KEY
1. Telling stories
2. Tours and trails
Example below ‘A Royal Park’
Restoration and Grand Plan

Incidental interpretation
Surprising and unexpected history
will be revealed both physically and
digitally. These might include:

On the ground/visible
4. Keeper’s Cottage
5. The Grand Ascent
6. Queen Caroline’s Bath
7. Boundary walls
8. Wolfe Statue
9. Bandstand
10. Learning Centre
11. The Queen Elizabeth Oak
12. Ignatius Sancho
13. Deer and deer enclosure
14. Rustic fountain
15. Flower Garden
16. Ancient trees
17. Horticultural features

•
•
•
•
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Audio trails
Web-based history tour
Storytelling points
Events and activities

These will explore stories such as:
A. The Magnetic Observatory
B. Conduit Head and hidden
passages
C. The Reservoir
D. Parterre banks and André Le
Nôtre’s design
E. Maze Hill resident gates
F. Changing Park boundaries
G. St Mary’s Lodge
H. Chesterfield Lodge

Above Ground/intangible
18. One Tree Hill and its views
19. Meridian Lines
20. Time and Ruth Belville

• the World Heritage Site, the park and
surrounding buildings.

3. Hidden secrets

3. Hidden secrets

One Tree Hill
• The GPR project will celebrate
One Tree Hill as represented in
historic images and its importance
as a historic viewpoint.
• Improve accessibility, reduce steep
gradients to the viewpoint and
replace damaged steps
• Open up key views
• Improve the paving and seating at
the viewpoint
• Retain rural parkland character
• Protect and enhance existing
biodiversity and enhance habitats

Proposals:
1. Create a gently graded path to
viewpoint, replace stepped access
where possible
2. Replace timber handrail to estate
railing along paths (no. 8) and add
rest points
3. Crown lift selected non-native trees
to open up views (no. 9 and 6)
4. Provide good quality curved
timber seats to the viewpoint,
inscription retained
5. Provide good interpretation
information
6. Enhance the quality of acid
grassland on the One Tree Hill
plateau
7. Maintain and enhance herbaceous
ground flora on banks and north of
One Tree Hill
8. Provide some additional shrub
planting to wooded areas
9. Gradually replace non-native trees
through management over time
10 Potential location for rock on rock
sculpture

Viewpoint

Biodiversity
Habitat enhancement proposals

Ecological Corridors and Stepping Stones

Improved and newly planted
scrub and shrub provides habitat
connectivity for birds and bats
and links to Vanbrugh Pits and
Chesterfield Walk
Tree avenues are important for
commuting bats, as well as nearby
woodland, water and mature
shrubbery. Improved connections
will improve fly routes for bats

Increased and enhanced acid
grassland will benefit invertebrates

Scrub and shrubbery management
Enhanced planted shrubbery
Light-demanding scrub
Scattered scrub
Shade-tolerant scrub

Grassland management and
maintenance
Acid grassland maintain
Acid grassland create

Vanburgh
Pits

Acid grassland enhance
Natural grassland
Natural grassland creation and
enhancement

Chesterfield
Walk

Grazed neutral grassland
Amenity grassland

Veteran trees, trees and woodland
- Gradual replacement of nonnative trees
- More standing and felled
deadwood
- Increased density and diversity of
native shrub underplanting
- Planting of native ground flora
species including bulbs, which
may require management of
some ‘invasive’ species such as
green alkanet
- Use of low nutrient mulches bark and leafmould – to protect
root zones of veteran trees and
help establishment of new trees

Site of Metropolitan Importance for
Nature Conservation
- linking to Blackheath Common

Biodiversity
Ecological
Corridors and
Stepping Stones
Over the past year we have
carried out surveys on:
•
•
•
•
•

Bats
Fungi
Lichen
Invertebrates
Butterflies

Bats

Chiﬀ-chaﬀ

Small Copper Butterfly

The park is an important feeding site
for common pipistrelle bats where they
navigate through the tree avenues,
shrubs and flower garden lake to feed
on flying insects. Our proposal is to
increase shrub habitat to reinforce these
corridors, linking to potential roosts in
residential areas beyond the site. Bat
boxes will supplement existing provision.

The creation of additional shrub habitat
will help return chiﬀ-chaﬀ to being a
regularly breeding species, this would
indicate successful ‘rewilding’ of parts of
the park. More than 30 wild bird species
currently breed in the park, including
woodpeckers, tawny owls, thrushes and
warblers. Provision of new bird and owl
boxes will supplement existing boxes to
improve nesting opportunities.

The small copper butterfly feeds largely
on sheep’s and common sorrel. It was
widely recorded in 2004-2006 during
butterfly surveys of the park and is still
present. Whilst not of conservation
concern, its range has declined during
the 20th century. Its abundant presence
in the park would reflect the successful
management of acid grassland.

We have already delivered training on
fungi identification and bat walks to
enable our volunteers to deliver guided
walks for the public. We will be training
volunteers on butterfly surveys this
spring.

We will be training more Volunteer
Rangers to direct visitors round the
Park and guided walk leaders to deliver
themed walks.

We will develop signage, tours and trails
to tell the story of the Park’s history and
wildlife. These will be introduced from
2021 onwards.

Blackheath Gate
Flower
Garden

Design principles:
• Create a welcoming entrance
for pedestrians
• Reduce the impact of hard
surfacing, and the dominance
of cars
• Provide information and a place
to meet
• Improve visibility of the Flower
Garden, Bower Avenue, and
Ranger’s Field creating a sense of
intrigue and discovery that leads to
the Dell and Chesterfield Gate
Key Proposals:

Blackheath
Lodge

Shelter

Blackheath
Gate

Blackheath
Avenue

Existing car
parking

Views in and out of the entrance are
currently dominated by cars and large
expanses of hard surfacing

• Extend the tree avenue to
Blackheath Avenue Gate
• Enhance visibility of the Flower
Garden entrance
• Remove car parking spaces to
create new pedestrian areas
• Provide seating, information kiosk
and park map in a prominent
location
• New footpath link west towards
Chesterfield Gate, vegetation
managed to open views, enhanced
understorey / woodland garden
• Extend avenue footpath to gate.

Blackheath
Toilets

1. Flower Garden entrance
realigned to increase
prominence

KEY

Existing trees retained

3.

1.

New avenue trees (species
to be determined) -trial pits

2. Extra cycle parking
(existing retained by Park
Office) near Bower Avenue
for Flower Garden users

8.

Existing SMA surface
retained

3. Existing shelter and
surfacing retained

Existing surface retained

New granite

4. Information point relocated kiosk

New granite sett banding/
paving

7.

5. New path access to Dell/
Chesterfield Gate

New buff permeable tree pit
surfacing to new trees

6. New holly hedge to echo
Lodge boundary.
Existing holly hedge

7. New mixed herbaceous
/ bulb planting to enhance
entrance.

Enhanced shrubbery and
ground flora -evergreens
where screening required

8. Gates to access rear
of Lodge

Seasonal perennial/bulb
planting - enhance views
and wildlife attracting

2.

Bulb drifts in grass - mixed
spring and autumn crocus

4.

Green screen fence garden
boundary

New holly hedge

6.

5.

